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wider detonations scattered the shreds of the Christian peace
Billions of lies, millions of foul murders, persecution, organised
indignity, none of these things can save a world still dominated
by mercenary Christian nationalism from the Avenging Fates,
But none of the people who embody the Tewler mind in
governments and authorities seem able to see a yard ahead
of anything they do. They are as capable of starting trouble
as monkeys with matches, and as little capable of coping with
the result.
" Cosmopolis in thought and life, or extinction," says
Destiny, toying idly with the bones of a Brontosaurus and
awaiting the decision of Homo Tewler without haste indeed, but
also without any touch of hesitation. " Time is almost up,
Homo Tewler. Which shall it be ? "
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HICH shall it be ? We may set about the answer in
either of two reciprocal ways. Throughout this story
from the very beginning the same choice of aspects has con-
fronted us, We can ask, can the species as a whole achieve
this tremendous feat of adaptation demanded of us ? Or we
can turn to the individual samples we have selected for
examination and .ask whether, with such material, there is
any hope of arresting the blazing catastrophe that now
detonates about us ? If there is hope, however faint it may
be, in Edward Albert Tewler, then there is that much hope
for the world. If world revolution is not latent and credible
in his circle, in his offspring and outcome, in the reactions he
evokes and the chain of consequence he transmits, then is it
equally impossible and incredible of his species as a whole.
Our double answer must end in a note of interrogation.
Let us tell first of all, as simply ancf plainly as possible, the
behaviour of our hero during the world conflagration, and
then swing our attention round to the battling ideas and

